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Experimental and calculated Stark widths within the Kr I spectrum
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On the basis of the precisely recorded 20 neutral krypton~Kr I! line shapes~in the 5s-5p and 5s-6p
transitions!, we have obtained the basic plasma parameters, i.e., electron temperature~T! and electron density
~N! using our line deconvolution procedure in a plasma created in a linear, low-pressure, pulsed arc discharge
operated in krypton. The mentioned plasma parameters have also been measured using independent experi-
mental diagnostics techniques. Agreement has been found among the two sets of the obtained parameters. This
recommends our deconvolution procedure for plasma diagnostical purposes, especially in astrophysics where
direct measurements of the main plasma parameters (T andN) are not possible. On the basis of the observed
asymmetry of the Stark broadened line profile, we have obtained not only its ion broadening parameter~A!
which is caused by influence of the ion-microfield over the line broadening mechanism but also the influence
of the ion-dynamic effect~D! over the line shape. The separate electron (We) and ion (Wi) contributions to the
total Stark width, which have not been measured so far, have also been obtained. Stark widths are calculated
using the semiclassical perturbation formalism for electrons, protons, and helium ions as perturbers.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.016402 PACS number~s!: 52.25.Ya, 32.70.Jz, 52.70.Kz
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of space born astronomical te
niques and devices such as Goddard high resolution s
trograph on the Hubble space telescope the spectral line
trace elements, such as krypton, are observed and the c
sponding atomic data are of increasing interest. Krypton
been detected in the spectra of the interstellar medium@1,2#,
which represents the material from which the young ea
type stars~as, e.g., Ap and Bp type stars where Stark bro
ening data are of interest! are formed@3#. On the basis of the
recent investigation of the planetary nebula spectra@4# it was
found that krypton is one of the most abundant element
the cosmos withZ.32. Moreover, krypton is present i
many light sources and lasers as the working gas. If the S
broadening is the principal pressure broadening mechan
in plasmas~with 1021–1025 m23 electron density!, it is pos-
sible to obtain from Stark width values other basic plas
parameters as, e.g., electron temperature~T! and density
(N). Consequently, the knowledge of the Stark width of t
krypton spectral lines is of interest for plasma diagnosti
purposes.

Seven experimental works@5–11# are devoted to the neu
tral krypton ~Kr I! Stark width investigation. In experiment
performed up to now the symmetrical Voigt or Lorentz lin
profiles were used for deconvolution procedure givinga pri-
ori overvalued Stark width values (We) generated by elec
trons without any possibility to estimate the ion compon
(Wi) generated by KrII ions ~or other ions! @12–14# in the
total Stark width (Wt).
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Our We and Wi values, presented here for 20 KrI lines,
are separated from measured total Stark width using the
deconvolution procedure described in Refs.@15,16# which
have already been applied for some HeI @17,18# and NeI

@19# lines. On the basis of the observed line profile asymm
try we have obtained the role of the quasistatic ion~A! and
ion-dynamic effect~D! in the line broadening mechanism. T
the knowledge of the authors no experimentalWt , Wi , and
D values and no theoreticalWe andA values exist.

Using the semiclassical perturbation formalism~SCPF!
~updated several times! @20–25#, as the first, we have calcu
latedWe values for 11 KrI lines andWi values, also, gener
ated by protons and helium ions which are the main com
nents in the astrophysical plasmas.

The basic plasma parameters, i.e., electron tempera
(TD) and electron density (ND) have also been obtained b
using our line deconvolution procedure. To the knowledge
the authors, ourT and N values are data results obtaine
directly from the line profile, using deconvolution procedu
Plasma parameters have also been measured (Texpt andNexpt)
using independent, well-known, experimental diagnosti
techniques. Very good agreement was found among the
sets of the obtained parameters (TD and Texpt; and ND and
Nexpt). This recommends our deconvolution procedure
plasma diagnostical purposes, especially in astrophy
where direct measurements of the main plasma parame
(T andN) are not possible.

II. EXPERIMENT

The modified version of the linear low-pressure pulsed
@26,27# has been used as a plasma source. A pulsed disch
was performed in a quartz discharge tube of 5-mm in
diameter and plasma length of 7.2 cm. The tube has end
quartz window. On the opposite side of the electrodes
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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glass tube was expanded in order to reduce erosion of
glass wall and also sputtering of the electrode material o
the quartz windows. The working gas was pure krypton
130 Pa filling pressure in flowing regime. Spectroscopic
servation of isolated spectral lines has been made en
along the axis of the discharge tube. A capacitor of 14mF
was charged up to 1.5 kV. The line profiles were record
using a shot-by-shot technique with a photomultiplier~EMI
9789 QB and EMI 9659B! and a grating spectrograph~Zeiss
PGS-2, reciprocal linear dispersion 0.73 nm/mm in first
der! system. The instrumental full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of 8 pm was determined by using the narrow sp
tral lines emitted by the hollow cathode discharge. T
recorded profiles of these lines are Gaussian in shape w
8% accuracy within the range of the investigated spec
line wavelengths. The spectrograph exit slit (10mm) with
the calibrated photomultiplier was micrometrically travers
along the spectral plane in small wavelength steps~7.3 pm!.
The averaged photomultiplier signal~five shots at the sam
spectral range! was digitized using an oscilloscope, inte
faced to a computer. A sample output, as example, is sh
in Fig. 1.

The absence of self-absorption was checked by using
technique described in Ref.@28#. Diagnostical methods an
used procedures have been described, in detail, in our ea
work @27#. Thus, electron temperature (Texpt) decay is ob-
tained by using the Saha equation applied for KrII and KrI
line intensity ratios. Electron density (Nexpt) decay is ob-
tained using laser interferometry technique. Temporal evo
tions ofTexpt andNexpt are presented in Fig. 2, together wi
averagedTD and ND values obtained using line deconvol
tion procedure~see Sec. IV!.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The total line Stark FWHM~full width at a half intensity
maximum,Wt) is given as

Wt5We1Wi , ~1!

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the 819.005-nm KrI spectral line
profile during the plasma decay.
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where We and Wi are the electron and ion contribution
respectively. For a nonhydrogenic, isolated neutral atom
the ion broadening is not negligible and the line profiles
described by an asymmetricK function @see Eq.~6! in Sec.
IV and in Ref. @15##. The total Stark width (Wt) @29–31#
may be calculated from the equation

Wt'We@111.75AD~120.75R!#, ~2!

where

R5A6 36pe6N

~kT!3
~3!

is the ratio of the mean ion separation to the Debye lengthN
and T represent electron density and temperature, resp
tively. A is the quasistatic ion broadening parameter@see Eq.
~224! in Ref. @29## andD is a coefficient of the ion-dynamic
contribution with the established criterion

D5
1.36

1.75~120.75R!
B21/3 for B,S 1.36

1.75~120.75R! D
3

;

or

D51 for B>S 1.36

1.75~120.75R! D
3

, ~4!

where

B5A1/3
4.0331027We~nm!

@l ~nm!#2
@N~m23!#2/3A m

Tg ~K !
,1

~5!

is the factor with atom-ion perturber reduced massm ~in
amu! and gas temperatureTg . WhenD51 the influence of

FIG. 2. Electron temperature~T! and density~N! decays. Full
lines represent measured data using independent experimental
niques. Dashed lines represent averaged~within 20 Kr I lines!
plasma parameters obtained using our line deconvolution pr
dure. Error bars represent estimated accuracies of the measure
(611% and67% for T and N, respectively! and deconvolutions
(612%).
2-2
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED STARK WIDTHS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 016402 ~2003!
the ion-dynamic effect is negligible and the line shape
treated using the quasistatic ion approximation. From E
~1!–~6! it is possible to obtain the plasma parameters (N and
T) and the line broadening characteristics (Wt , We, Wi , A,
andD). One can see that the ion contribution, expresse
terms of theA andD parameters directly determines the io
width (Wi) component in the total Stark width@Eqs.~1! and
~2!#.

IV. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE FOR DECONVOLUTION

The proposed functions for various line shapes@Eq. ~6!# is
of the integral form and include several parameters. Som
these parameters can be determined in separate experim
but not all of them. Furthermore, it is impossible to find
analytical solution for the integrals and methods of nume
cal integration to be applied. This procedure, combined w
the simultaneous fitting of several free parameters, cause
deconvolution to be an extremely difficult task and require
number of computer supported mathematical techniqu
Particular problems are the questions of convergence
reliability of deconvolution procedure, which are tightly co
nected with the quality of experimental data,

K~l!5Ko1KmaxE
2`

`

exp~2t2!,

F E0

` HR~b!

11S 2
l2lo2~WG/2Aln2!t

We
2ab2D 2 dbG dt.

~6!

HereKo is the baseline~offset! andKmax is the maximum of
intensity ~intensity for l5lo) @15#. HR(b) is an electric
microfield strength distribution function of normalized fie
strengthb5F/Fo , whereFo is the Holtsmark field strength
A (a5A4/3) is the static ion broadening parameter as a m
sure of the relative importance of ion and electron broad
ings.R is the ratio of the mean distance between the ions
the Debye radius, i.e., the Debye shielding parameter andWe
is the electron width~FWHM! in the j A,R profile @see Eq.
~7!#.

For the purpose of deconvolution iteration process
need to know the value ofK function as a function ofl for
every group of parameters (Kmax, lo , We , WG , R, A). The
function K(l) is in integral form and we have to solve
triple integral in each step of iteration process of varying
above group of parameters. The first integral in theK func-
tion is the microfield strength distribution functionHR(b),
the second one is thej A,R(l) function@Eq. ~7!#, and the third
is the convolution integral of a Gaussian and a plasma bro
ened spectral line profilej A,R(l), denoted byK(l) @Eq. ~6!#.
All these integrals have no analytic solution and must
solved using the numerical integration,
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j A,R~l!5 j o1 j maxE
0

` HR~b!

11S 2
l2lo

We
2ab2D 2 db. ~7!

The most difficult integral to deal with is the microfiel
strength distribution function, because this is a multidime
sional integral. A straightforward manner would be the es
mates of multidimensional integral by Monte Carlo meth
of integration. The number of random samples of points m
be large in order to achieve satisfactory accuracy. That wo
lead to increased processor time@16#.

The second integral in Eq.~6! is the j A,R(l) and it is
evaluated by summation method. The third integral is eva
ated by the Gauss-Hermite method with exp(2t2) as a weight
function. In this way the number of terms in the numeric
sum is reduced in comparison with the summation metho
It must be noted that in cases where (WG.0.5We) in Eq. ~6!
which are frequent physical situations in astrophysical pl
mas@32#, this method of integration is not applicable. The
the integration must be done by classical summation m
ods, which greatly slow down the iteration process, but th
methods are the only correct ones, in this matter. TheWG is
defined with Eq.~8! @i.e., Eq.~2.3! in Ref. @15##,

WG52A2~ ln2!kT

m

lo

c
. ~8!

Here,T is the emitter equivalent kinetic temperature,m is
its mass, andk and c are the Boltzmann constant and th
velocity of light, respectively.

In general, the base lineKo in Eq. ~6! is a function of
wavelength. In many cases it is nearly constant, or lin
function. We have included in our procedure the fitting
background by a cubic polynomial, as an independent s
in order to prepare experimental data for the main decon
lution procedure.

In this way Eq.~6! be solved, and now it can start with th
fitting procedure itself. For Eq.~6!, the fitting procedure will
give the values forWG , We, lo , R, A, andKmax.

We use the standard manner of defining the best fit:
sum of the squares of the deviations~chi-square! of the the-
oretical function from their experimental points is at its min
mum. In other words, we look for the global minimum of th
chi-square function which is a hypersurface ofn dimensions
in a hyperspace ofn11 dimensions, wheren is equal to a
number of parameters for appropriate theoretical functionn
is equal to six for the ‘‘K ’’ profile.

The necessary condition for the minimum of chi-squa
sum is that the partial derivatives of the function are equa
zero. Therefore, in the case ofK function we have a system
of six nonlinear homogeneous equations with six paramet
We look for the numerical solutions of these systems
using the well-known Newton’s method of successive a
proximations@15#.

The seeking for the numerical solution of this problem
employing the computer is accompanied by a number of
merical difficulties. The Newton’s method requires succ
sive solving of the inverse Jacobi matrices of the system
2-3
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TABLE I. The Kr I line broadening characteristics. Our measured: total Stark FWHM (Wt
expt. in pm within 612% accuracy!, electron

Stark width (We
expt. in pm within 612% accuracy!, ion ~Kr II 1 Kr III ! Stark width (Wi

expt. in pm within 612% accuracy!, static ion
broadening parameter (Aexpt., dimensionless within615% accuracy!, and ion-dynamic coefficient (Dexpt., dimensionless within620%
accuracy! at measured electron temperature (Texpt.) and electron density (Nexpt.). We

theor. denote our calculated electron Stark widths~see
Table II!. ‘‘Ref.’’ represents experimental values given in this work~Tw! and those used from other authors: SKS, Ref.@11#; EMZ, Ref. @5#;
KM, Ref. @10#; BHN, Ref. @6#; LAM, Ref. @9#; VS, Ref. @7#; UK, Ref. @8#. Transitions and wavelengths are taken from Refs.@14,38#. The
asterisk denotes Stark widths calculated by us on the basis of the givenWe

expt. andAexpt. values at plasma parameters presented in Ref.@11#
using Eqs.~1!–~3!.

l Texpt. Nexpt. Wt
expt. We

expt. Wi
expt. We

theor.

Transition Multiplet ~nm! (104 K) (1022m23) ~pm! ~pm! ~pm! Aexpt. Dexpt. Ref. ~pm! We
expt./We

theor.

5s-5p @3/2#1
o2@1/2#o 758.741 1.7 16.5 177.5 164.4 13.1 0.074 1.46 Tw 255.8 0.64

1.0 1.0 11.3* 10.1 1.2* 0.049 SKS 13.8 0.73

1.3 1.0 14.6 EMZ 14.7 0.99

@3/2#2
o2@3/2#2 760.154 1.7 16.5 157.6 146.4 11.2 0.071 1.53 Tw 196.4 0.80

1.0 1.0 9.7* 8.6 1.1* 0.047 SKS 10.3 0.84

1.3 1.0 16.0 EMZ 10.9 1.47

@3/2#2
o2@3/2#1 769.454 1.7 16.5 130.8 121.8 9.0 0.068 1.65 Tw 191.4 0.64

1.0 1.0 8.9* 8.0 0.9* 0.045 SKS 9.9 0.80

@3/2#1
o2@3/2#2 819.005 1.7 16.5 172.8 160.7 12.1 0.070 1.56 Tw 226.0 0.71

1.0 1.0 10.8* 9.6 1.2* 0.046 SKS 11.8 0.82

1.3 1.0 14.8 EMZ 12.6 1.17

@3/2#1
o2@3/2#1 829.811 1.7 16.5 165.5 154.2 11.3 0.068 1.60 Tw 217.8 0.71

1.0 1.0 10.5* 9.4 1.1* 0.045 SKS 11.4 0.82

1.3 1.0 14.7 EMZ 12.3 1.20

@3/2#2
o2@5/2#3 811.290 1.7 16.5 169.7 157.6 12.1 0.071 1.56 Tw 193.0 0.82

1.0 1.0 11.1* 9.9 1.2* 0.047 SKS 10.1 0.98

1.3 1.0 13.3 EMZ 10.8 1.23

@3/2#2
o2@5/2#2 810.436 1.7 16.5 189.2 175.2 14.0 0.074 1.50 Tw 194.7 0.90

1.0 1.0 12.7* 11.3 1.4* 0.049 SKS 10.1 1.12

5s-5p8 @3/2#2
o2@1/2#1 557.029 1.7 16.5 156.9 145.8 11.1 0.070 1.25 Tw

1.0 10.0 96.0 KM

1.2 1.0 6.3 BHN

1.1 10.0 86.0 LAM

@3/2#2
o2@3/2#2 556.222 1.7 16.5 137.3 127.6 9.7 0.070 1.30 Tw

1.2 1.0 5.6 BHN

@3/2#1
o2@3/2#2 587.091 1.7 16.5 140.0 130.0 10.0 0.071 1.34 Tw

1.0 10.0 122.0 KM

1.2 1.0 5.8 BHN

1.7 158.0 900.0 VS

1.3 102.0 680.0 UK

5s8-5p8 @1/2#1
o2@1/2#1 828.105 1.7 16.5 170.5 158.5 12.0 0.070 1.58 Tw

@1/2#1
o2@1/2#o 768.525 1.7 16.5 154.3 143.1 11.2 0.073 1.55 Tw

1.0 1.0 10.5* 9.4 1.1* 0.048 SKS

1.3 1.0 179.0 EMZ

@1/2#o
o2@1/2#1 785.482 1.7 16.5 161.0 149.8 11.2 0.069 1.56 Tw

1.0 1.0 10.1* 9.0 1.1* 0.046 SKS

1.3 1.0 154.0 EMZ

@1/2#1
o2@3/2#2 826.324 1.7 16.5 170.0 157.9 12.1 0.071 1.58 Tw

1.0 1.0 11.8* 10.6 1.2* 0.047 SKS

@1/2#o
o2@3/2#1 805.95 1.7 16.5 149.1 139.1 10.0 0.066 1.63 Tw

1.0 1.0 9.3* 8.4 0.9* 0.044 SKS

1.3 1.0 109.0 EMZ
016402-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

l Texpt. Nexpt. Wt
expt. We

expt. Wi
expt. We

theor.

Transition Multiplet ~nm! (104 K) (1022m23) ~pm! ~pm! ~pm! Aexpt. Dexpt. Ref. ~pm! We
expt./We

theor.

5s-6p @3/2#2
o2@1/2#1 436.264 1.7 16.5 342.8 325.2 17.6 0.050 1 Tw 389.4 0.84

@3/2#2
o2@3/2#2 427.397 1.7 16.5 448.8 423.7 25.1 0.055 1 Tw 392.7 1.08

1.1 10.0 275.0 LAM 223.0 1.23
@3/2#1

o2@3/2#1 446.369 1.7 16.5 367.2 348.3 18.9 0.050 1 Tw 414.2 0.84
1.1 10.0 263.0 LAM 234.0 1.12

@3/2#2
o2@5/2#3 431.958 1.7 16.5 345.9 328.0 17.9 0.050 1 Tw 381.2 0.86

1.2 1.0 27.0 BHN 21.8 1.24
5s8-6p8 @1/2#1

o2@1/2#o 435.136 1.7 16.5 495.6 469.9 25.7 0.051 1 Tw
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equations for each step, which are error prone due to
errors of rounding. Moreover, the numerical partial deriv
tives in Jacobi matrix itself are sources of errors of roundi
These errors of rounding destabilize the convergence of
lution of the system, although the all-mathematical con
tions are fulfilled. The algorithm may be stabilized by redu
ing the iteration procedure to independent parameters o
by neglecting the nondiagonal elements of Jacobi matrix.
this simplification the errors of rounding in inverse Jaco
matrix calculation decrease. Further stabilization of iterat
process may be achieved by weighing the nondiagonal
ments of inverse Jacobi matrix by real numbers in the
main ~0, 1#. These modifications of Newton’s method do n
spoil the conditions of convergence and uniqueness of m
ematical solution, but affect somewhat the speed of con
gence. In this way we have contrived to give numerical
lutions for fitting functions with more than three fre
parameters, which is difficult for nonpolynomial fits.

This sophisticated deconvolution method, which allo
direct determining of all six parameters by fitting theor.etic
K-profile @Eq. ~6!#, on experimental data, requires sufficie
number of experimental points per line, and small statist
errors. The upper limits of numerical conditionality of th
method are minimum twenty experimental points per l
@the border of line is (23/2We1lo,l,13/5We1lo),
whereWe is electron FWHM#, and maximal statistical inde
terminacy in intensity is 5% at every experimental poi
Poor experimental measurements weaken the condition
of the system of equations, and lead to nonapplicability
this method. This has been concluded by testing the sens
ity of the algorithm by generating random statistical no
with Gaussian distribution in every point involved in the
r.etical profiles.

V. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The description of the semiclassical perturbation form
ism is given in Refs.@20–25,33#. Within this formalism,
Stark full-width ~W! at the intensity half maximum~FWHM!
and shift~d! of an isolated spectral line, may be expressed
@20,21#
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W5NE v f ~v !dvS (
i 8Þ i

s i i 8~v !1 (
f 8Þ f

s f f 8~v !1selD ,

d5NE v f ~v !dvE
R3

RD
2prdrsin 2fp , ~9!

whereN is the electron density,f (v) the Maxwellian veloc-
ity distribution function for electrons,r denotes the impac
parameter of the incoming electron,i andf denote the initial
and final atomic energy levels, andi 8, f 8 their corresponding
perturbing levels. The inelastic cross sections j , j 8(v) can be
expressed by an integral over the impact parameter of
transition probabilityPj j 8(r,v) as

(
j 8Þ j

s j j 8~v !5
1

2
pR1

21E
R1

RD

(
j Þ j 8

Pj j 8~r,v !, j 5 i , f ~10!

and the elastic cross section is given by

sel52pR2
21E

R2

RD
8prdrsin2d,

d5~fp
21fq

2!1/2. ~11!

The phase shiftsfp andfq due, respectively, to the po
larization potential (r 24) and to the quadrupolar potentia
(r 23), are given in Sec. 3 of Chap. 2 in Ref.@20#. RD is the
Debye radius. All the cutoffsR1 , R2 , R3 are described in
Sec. 1 of Chap. 3 in Ref.@21#.

For electrons hyperbolic paths due to the attractive C
lomb force were used, while for perturbing ions the paths
different since the force is repulsive. The formulas for t
ion-impact widths and shifts are analogous to Eqs.~9!–~11!.
The difference in calculation of the corresponding transit
probabilities and phase shifts as a function of the imp
parameter in Eqs.~10! and~11! is in the ion perturber trajec
tories which are influenced by the repulsive Coulomb fo
instead of an attractive one as for electrons.

Energy levels have been taken from Ref.@34#. Oscillator
strengths have been calculated by using the method of B
and Damgaard@35,36#. For higher levels, the method de
scribed in Ref.@37# has been used. It is not possible to pe
form semiclassical calculation in an adequate way for exp
2-5
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mental spectral lines originating from transitions involvin
5p8@1/2#, 5p8@3/2#, 6p8@1/2#, and 6p8@3/2# energy levels,
since experimental data fornd8@1/2# energy levels are miss
ing. The expected accuracy of the semiclassical perturba
approach is630%. However, due to the complexity of kryp
ton spectrum and missing atomic energy levels, we exp
that the accuracy of calculated Stark widths is640% for
transitions from 5p levels and even645% from transitions
involving 6p levels.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our experimentally obtainedWt
expt., We

expt., Wi
expt., Aexpt.,

andDexpt. data are presented in Table I.
Calculated Stark FWHM values (Wtheor.) generated by

electrons, protons and helium ions for eleven KrI lines in the

TABLE II. Calculated KrI Stark FWHM (Wtheor. in pm! for
electrons~a!, protons ~b!, and helium ions~c! as perturbers for
various temperatures~T! at 1022 m23 perturber density.

l ~nm! T (103 K)
2.5 5.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 50.0

758.741 a 10.6 12.2 13.8 16.4 18.1 21.
b 4.10 4.25 4.42 4.63 4.78 4.99
c 3.89 4.01 4.12 4.26 4.36 4.50

760.154 a 8.22 9.12 10.3 12.6 14.4 17.
b 3.51 3.60 3.69 3.81 3.90 4.02
c 3.40 3.47 3.53 3.61 3.66 3.74

769.454 a 7.91 8.76 9.88 12.2 13.9 16.
b 3.50 3.57 3.66 3.76 3.83 3.94
c 3.40 3.46 3.52 3.58 3.63 3.70

819.005 a 9.38 10.4 11.8 14.6 16.8 20.
b 4.06 4.15 4.26 4.39 4.49 4.62
c 3.94 4.01 4.08 4.17 4.22 4.31

829.811 a 9.04 9.98 11.4 14.1 16.3 19.
b 4.05 4.14 4.23 4.34 4.42 4.54
c 3.95 4.02 4.08 4.15 4.20 4.27

811.290 a 8.26 8.94 10.1 12.5 14.6 17.
b 3.59 3.66 3.74 3.84 3.90 4.00
c 3.50 3.56 3.61 3.67 3.71 3.78

810.436 a 8.25 8.93 10.1 12.5 14.6 17.
b 3.59 3.66 3.74 3.83 3.90 4.00
c 3.50 3.56 3.61 3.67 3.71 3.77

436.264 a 17.5 19.6 21.7 24.3 26.2 28.
b 6.17 6.58 6.86 7.27
c 6.06 6.32

427.397 a 17.3 19.9 22.0 24.5 26.1 28.
b 6.42 6.84 7.12 7.54
c 6.55

446.369 a 18.1 20.7 23.1 25.8 27.6 30.
b 6.83 7.25 7.54 7.96
c 6.96

431.958 a 16.7 19.0 21.2 23.9 25.8 28.
b 6.17 6.54 6.79 7.16
c 6.31
01640
on

ct

5s-5p and 5s-6p transitions using SCPF are presented
Table II.

The measuredNexpt.andTexpt.decays are presented in Fig
2, together with the averaged~within 20 Kr I lines! ND and
TD values obtained using the line profile deconvolution p
cedure for KrI lines. One can conclude that the agreem
among Nexpt. and ND values is very good~within 7% on
average!. This fact confirms homogeneity of investigate
plasma in the linear part of our light source~see Fig. 1 in
Ref. @26#!. In the case of the electron density, the situation
similar. The agreement among the two sets of the elec
temperature decays (Texpt. and TD) is between the experi
mental accuracy of611% and uncertainties (612%) of the
results obtained by deconvolution procedure.

Existing experimental Stark width values (We
expt.) are

compared to our measured and calculated (We
theor.) data~see

Table I and Fig. 3!.
The EMZ @5# and LAM @9# We

expt. values lie above our
calculated ones for about 25% and 17%, respectively.

Our We
expt./We

theor. is 0.82~on average! except 758.741-nm
and 769.454-nm lines for which 0.64 was found. The agr
ment between our measured and calculated (We) values is
better for the lines in highly lying (5s-6p) transition.

We
expt. values from Ref.@11# agree well with our calcu-

lated ones. Thus, the ratioWe
expt./We

theor. for values from Ref.
@11# is 0.86~averaged within seven lines!.

In the case of the most investigated 587.091-nm KrI line,
the comparison among experimental values is not poss
due to various plasma parameters at which they are de
mined.

We have found that the ion contribution~Kr II 1 Kr III ! to
the total (Wt

expt.) Stark width is about 8% for the 5s-5p

FIG. 3. Ratios of the experimentalWe
expt. and our calculated

We
theor. electron Stark widths vs electron temperature for the m

investigated KrI spectral lines belonging to the 5s-5p transition.
d, our experimental results and those of other authors:h, Ref.
@11# andn, Ref. @5#. Error bars (630%) include the uncertaintie
of the width (612%), electron density (67%), and temperature
(611%) measurements.
2-6
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transitions and about 5% for the 5s-6p transitions.
It turns out that the ratio between ourWi

expt. values and
those from Ref.@11# is constant (10624 %) for 11 KrI lines.
Furthermore, this ratio has approximately the same valu
the ratio between the factors ofN/T in the two experiments
(9.7618 %).

We have found that the Stark widths (Wtheor.) generated
by protons and helium ions are mutually close and are two
four times smaller than the widths generated by electrons
practically independent ofT up to 50 000 K~see Table II!.

Our Aexpt. values can be separated into two groups. In
first group are the higherA values~from 0.067 up to 0.074!
corresponding to the lines in the 5s-5p transitions. The sec
ond group comprises the lowerA values~from 0.050 up to
0.055! corresponding to the lines in the higher lying 5s-6p
transitions.

It turns out that ourAexpt. values show small internal sca
ter within the mentioned groups. They lie within67% of the
mean value. A similar behavior is also shown byA values
from Ref. @11# in the 5s-5p transitions. Their scatter is
66%.

The normalizedA values obtained in Ref.@11# ~taking the
N1/4 normalization factor from Ref.@29#! are about 34%
higher than ours. But, taking into account the difference
tween electron temperatures~10 000 K and 17 000 K! in the
two experiments, this discrepancy is really lower than 3
and can be estimated to be 20%. Thus, one can conclude
tolerable agreement exists among ourA values and those
from Ref. @11#.

It should be pointed out that ourA values in the KrI
. J

.
nd

lli
n

,

ns

c-

01640
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r
nd

e

-

hat

5s-6p transitions are the unique data in this field. We ha
found that the ion-dynamic effect plays a significant role
the KrI line broadening~at our plasma conditions! and mul-
tiplies the quasistatic ion effect by about 1.5 times~on aver-
age! in the case of the 5s-5p transition.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have found evident influence of the quasistatic ion a
ion-dynamic effects on the investigated KrI spectral line
shapes. Moreover, since conditions of validity of the imp
and quasistatic approximation differ in Refs.@20,21# and in
Ref. @29#, experimental determinations of ion broadeni
contribution are of interest for their elaboration. It is show
that the line deconvolution procedure, described by R
@15#, applied to KrI line profiles, gives convenient plasm
parameters (N and T, confirmed experimentally! at about
17 000 K electron temperature and 1.6531023 m23 electron
density. We recommend this method for plasma diagnost
and modeling purposes.
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